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Abstract
Heritage values represent a common good, contributing to societal identity. Landscape is
a topical issue because it represents character and identity in both a spatial and a temporal
dimension, uniting natural and cultural aspects of heritage at the same time. Especially in
Europe, practically all natural heritage can be considered cultural heritage as well, since it
is through human action that Europe’s biodiversity has evolved. Heritage perspectives on
landscape and nature underline time depth, human agency and social value within landscape.
Its cultural starting point does not marginalise nature, but places nature within cultural filters,
thus highlighting the reciprocity of nature and culture in the creation of sustainable places.
Today’s changing society is transitioning towards new forms of governance dominated by
collaboration and continuously shifting networks or actors. Reported examples of cultural
landscapes explore heritage management approaches that benefit from combining natural
and cultural heritage perceptions. In this context, commonly accessible heritage can bring
people together in joint efforts to use the inherited landscape as a shared and cherished
resource rather than a conserved and regulated landscape.
Keywords: Perception, Transition, Access, Governance, Common Good
Introduction: The challenge of a living landscape based on cultural and natural heritage
Traditional European landscapes represent multiple layers of natural and cultural heritage
that can hardly be accounted for by science or policy (Palang & Fry 2003). European
landscapes characterise a small continent impacted by a large range of climatic conditions,
and affected by Central Asian, Atlantic, Arctic and African biological influences. Geological
and geomorphological features led to strongly variable soils, reflected in a highly diverse
flora and fauna. While accommodating to their environment, since prehistoric times people
settled in Europe. They have significantly added to the remarkable diversity of landscapes,
now representing a convoluted manifestation of cultural and natural heritage (Fig. 1). Over
time, a large multiplicity of communities, social constructs and customs evolved, creating the
great diversity of European landscapes (Pedroli et al. 2016).
A large part of the cultural and natural heritage represented by this diversity of landscapes is
not being sustained by current land use since the land use has undergone multiple transitions
following societal developments, cultural changes, agricultural innovations and land reforms
(Pinto Correia et al. 2018). Therefore, gradual or abrupt transformations in the landscape
have occurred throughout history. In fact, transformations are also inevitable in the future
because a landscape that remains the same is no longer a living landscape and is, in the best
case, doomed to survive as a museum landscape (Priore 2009). Today, landscape is often used
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Figure 1. Terraced landscape in the Serra do Estrela, Portugal: convolution of cultural and natural heritage,
today in a process of abandonment.

as a gadget by the privileged who can afford to buy houses that look out over beautiful
scenery, but at the same time, the everyday landscape provides (subconscious) identity to its
inhabitants (Stobbelaar & Pedroli 2011).
Heritage may very well be re-appropriated as an identity carrier for new inhabitants, be it
second-homers, tourists or even migrants (González 2015), although the darker side of history
is often difficult to forget and can lead to new misunderstandings as is recently captured
in the concept of dissonant heritage (Lähdesmäki et al. 2019). Vanishing landscapes, i.e.
landscapes that lose their characteristic elements and features, are essentially the consequence
of unintended side-effects of land use change. These landscapes are reported everywhere
in Europe: the degradation or vanishing of ancient field patterns and roads, archaeological
rudiments, land management structures, farm buildings, and irrigation and drainage systems
(Pinto Correia et al. 2018: 64). Associated social and communal landscape management
systems and narratives often degrade or disappear as well.
Within this context, the objective of this paper is to reflect on the value of natural and cultural
heritage embedded in landscape and the potential role heritage can play in envisioning future
living landscapes in Europe.
Natural and cultural heritage, do we really cherish them?
Human management of the landscape - even if low-impact - has been present for thousands
of years, even in remote and seemingly untouched nature (Holtmeier & Broll 2005). The
agricultural history of Europe started long before historical sources began to document the
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European civilisations of the sixth century BC (Pounds 1990: 9). Therefore, it is difficult
to distinguish between cultural and natural heritage, although the two disciplinary fields
are often far apart, not only in Europe but all over the world, and symbolised by the
Convention on Biological Diversity on the one side, and the UNESCO World Heritage
list on the other (Agnoletti & Rotherham 2015). The term biocultural diversity has been
coined to overcome this challenge (Elands & Van Koppen 2012; Agnoletti & Emanueli
2016; Elands et al. 2018), but sectorial policies are dominant over cross-sectoral issues
everywhere and conflicts over priorities easily arise, such as: How important is it to
preserve historic farm buildings and settlement structures with associated land use
patterns, even if not economic anymore? Can land abandonment in specific cases also
be welcomed as an opportunity for the reappearance of animal species that vanished
from the area long ago? Or even more difficult, given the limited resources, can the
consequences of urgent societal demands such as continuing urban development,
increasing mobility, and intensifying agriculture be considered acceptable, specifically
regarding the trade-offs for cultural and natural heritage? This is the more relevant
question, since landscape, as the logical expression of cultural and natural heritage, is
generally not viewed as a separate sector in national policies, and certainly not in the
European Union (EU henceforth) (Pedroli et al. 2016).
The EU has no competence in landscape nor in spatial planning, while practically all
policies of the EU - agriculture, energy, climate, transport, urbanisation - have direct
consequences for landscape and heritage. For example, within the framework of the
Common Agricultural Policy if the EU since the 1980s, stimulating measures on
forestation, the conversion of grazing land to cropland, scale enlargement etc. have led
to important landscape changes across Europe, e.g. in the Mediterranean (Serra, Pons &
Saurí 2008) and in mountainous areas (MacDonald et al. 2000). This poses a large threat
to sustainable landscape management; numerous further examples of unintended and
generally avoidable negative landscape impacts exist, caused by sectoral developments
(see Antrop 2004; May 2015; Plieninger et al. 2016). Since these “unseen” landscape
changes (Pinto Correia et al. 2018: 64-109) tend to diminish landscape diversity, implying
a decrease in biodiversity and cultural identity as well, large challenges exist for a more
holistic approach to sustainable landscape management (Plieninger et al. 2015; Antrop
& Van Eetvelde 2017).
These trends lead to polarised land use, characterised by land sparing: highly efficient
production oriented spaces versus small scale peri-urban multifunctional landscapes
(Metzger et al. 2018) in which the traditional family farm - characteristic for European
agriculture - is likely to disappear within a few generations due to the increasing
importance of market-oriented land and product pricing in a global context. Cultural
and natural heritage embedded in landscapes are threatened by uncontrolled land
abandonment, biodiversity decrease, loss of ecosystem and landscape services, and
declining rural liveability (Van der Sluis et al. 2015). However, stakeholders and civil
society alike express the wish for a different future (Pérez-Soba et al. 2018). “We don’t
get what we want!” (Pedroli et al. 2015). By developing and supporting visions for societal
development that go beyond four years of the regular electoral mandate of most
European parliaments, today’s process of democratic decision making does not seem to
be optimally tuned to safeguard natural and cultural heritage in the landscape.
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Towards new commons
Are natural and cultural heritage common goods? In the increasingly market-oriented
societies of today’s Europe, politicians often claim that if people really care about heritage
values they should also be willing to pay for them. However, since the individual willingness
to pay for public goods is not by definition proportional to the perceived values of heritage,
this increasingly leads to market failure, and thus degradation of heritage (Cooke & Moon
2015). The political economist Elinor Ostrom received the Nobel Prize in 2009 for
“her analysis of economic governance, especially the commons” (Mandl 2019: 171). When Ostrom
published Governing the Commons (Ostrom 1990), one could not have imagined how her
ideas about community-based development, self-organisation, self-governance and actornetworks would be extensively cited. Yet, in practice, bringing these ideas to our current
socio-economic context remains a highly relevant societal and political challenge.
In 1968, the American ecologist Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons (Hardin 1968) drew
attention to two human factors that drive environmental change:
“The first factor is the increasing demand for natural resources and environmental services,
stemming from growth in human population and per capita resource consumption. The second
factor is the way in which people organise themselves to extract resources from the environment
and eject effluents into it - what social scientists refer to as ‘institutional arrangements’. Hardin’s
work has been highly influential but has long been aptly criticised as being oversimplified.” (Dietz
et al. 2003: 1907).
One of the issues is that many social groups (such as herders on the commons both in
Atlantic and arctic lowlands and in alpine areas) successfully avoided resource degradation,
over many centuries, by maintaining self-governing, sustainable institutions, precisely the
type of common management that Hardin claimed was ineffective; it was only when these
systems became disrupted by external private or state ownership that ‘tragedy’ ensued (Dietz
et al. 2003).
Inspired by Ostrom’s intellectual legacy, cultural as well as natural heritage may serve as the
material and semiotic spark for strategies that will generate opportunities for development
that are based on user rights. Today’s constantly shifting networks of relationships co-create
new social arrangements, as suggested by Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2004). This will
create new economic prospects, enhance business models, and also encourage approaches
that stimulate involvement and further integration of social groups in new rural commons. As
a result, rural areas will have increased social cohesion, a better social climate, and improved
living conditions. Collaboration between citizens, entrepreneurs and democratic institutions
is increasingly being recognised as beneficial for successful rural land use planning (Dietz
et al. 2003). This is reflected in recent changes to EU rural development policy that makes
funds available for different forms of collaboration, including environmental management
in agricultural landscapes.
Within the research of the commons, substantial theoretical and conceptual innovations
are to be expected from inter- and transdisciplinary reflections on the applicability of the
concepts of deep-mapping (Fagerholm & Käyhkö 2009; Bodenhamer et al. 2013; Roberts
2016) and place-making (Beilin & Bohnet 2015; Buttimer 2015; Primdahl & Kristensen
2016) to community-based governance modes for societal transformation in landscapes that
represent substantial natural and cultural heritage.
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Figure 2. The commons in the Karakol Valley, Altay, South-Siberia.

Change of paradigm needed for a reappraisal of the commons
The earliest form of nature conservation was born from the belief that the landscape
lives, and that nature is inseparable from ourselves. Landscape commons were an inherent
expression of this belief (Olwig 2013). To elucidate this I make a short detour to an area
where this is still operational, although threatened as well. The Karakol Valley in southern
Siberia, the centre of the Eurasian continent, may serve as an example for reappraisal of the
commons in Europe (Fig. 2). For the Altai Indigenous People, native identity grows out of
the land. The Karakol Valley represents the spiritual heart of the Altai Republic (Dobson &
Mamyev 2010). Through the ages, its natives have taken great care to protect the valley from
harmful practices. A wonderful wealth of stories explains the sacredness of specific places,
objects and living beings, the role of spirits in daily life, and the guidelines for behaviour. The
Altaian worldview can be summarised in three rules of thumb: to just undertake actions that
have meaning, to take care of the right timing of everything to happen, and to keep measure
and proportion, never taking more from nature than one needs (personal communication,
Anatoliy M. Unukov, August 2016). Such key concepts of respect, balance and harmony
immediately make clear why the Altai culture is often completely at odds with the modern
Russian and Western utilitarian paradigm that we generally tend not to question.
For the Altai culture, a modern culture within the Russian Federation, profit maximisation is an alien
concept. Even if we were to consider embarking on new landscape commons, this is already made
difficult because Western culture does not fully appreciate our relationship to nature and landscape
with embedded natural and cultural heritage. Still, although the landscape commons in Europe
have been enclosed almost everywhere (Olwig 2013), there are clear tendencies of revaluation of
rights of use instead of exerting ownership rights. Commonly accessible heritage can bring people
together in joint efforts to use the inherited landscape as a resource for social returns on investment
(Manetti et al. 2015) to be shared and cherished rather than conserved by regulating ownership.
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Figure 3. Wetland area offering space to rare bird species in an age-old polder landscape in North-Holland,
today adopted by Natuurmonumenten.

The regulations to open up the parks and private properties of Dutch country estates and
manors to the public, in return for subsidy grants and tax advantages, already have a long
history (Arnouts et al. 2012). The success of the National Trust in England as a membership
organisation was based on the work of the Commons Preservation Society which had fought
legal battles to save common land and stretches of countryside in the second half of the
nineteenth century (Lowe 2017), a model that was also followed later in the Netherlands
with the Dutch sister organisation Natuurmonumenten (Beintema & Beintema 2005; see Fig.
3). Today, profit maximising models in heritage tourism are increasingly being criticised for
their neglect of local and universal interests (Alvarez-Sousa 2018). Landscape and heritage
conservation institutions in various countries - ranging from public, semi-public to private - are
currently focussing on new business models (based on the new paradigm of a sharing economy)
that benefit from local resources, particularly through tourism (Romao & Neuts 2017; Zavratnik
et al. 2018) and urban farming (Pölling et al. 2017), in a more balanced way.
Further examples include urban farming initiatives all over Europe and beyond (Mok et al.
2014; Pölling et al. 2017) as well as environmental cooperatives in the Netherlands (Termeer
et al. 2013; Tregear & Cooper 2016), rewilding projects (Pereira & Navarro 2015), and the
huge commitment of many landscape volunteers and stewards, especially in the UK, Norway
and the Netherlands (Raymond et al. 2016). In all of these examples, cultural heritage and
natural heritage are considered as inherent values of the landscape. They represent inspiring
bottom-up actions of citizens and landowners, within an open governance context, to take
responsibility for the heritage present.
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Reflection and conclusion
It is not due to the lack of appreciation that people (inhabitants, land managers, tourists,
and landowners alike) fail to actively foster natural and cultural heritage values in the
landscape, but rather, it is the lack of awareness that a sustainable future for these values is
far from secure, even when market-based instruments are being used for safeguarding public
goods (Cooke & Moon 2015; Ruoso & Plant 2018). Increasing awareness about the entire
chain of effects of land use change - including environmental costs of transport, energy
consumption, pollution, weathering and wearing, and disruption of local communities - may
lead to the revaluation of landscape commons. Since European governments are generally
not very keen on community-based initiatives that supposedly undermine private property
rights, awareness raising will have to come from bottom-up approaches. This is a clear task
for the research community as well, to provide credible information and critically follow the
promising initiatives in close cooperation with citizens’ organisations and land managers.
In accordance with the philosophy of the Florence Convention (COE 2000) and the Faro
Convention (COE 2005), heritage is everywhere, including everyday landscapes. This paper
may have made clear that to prevent the gradual vanishing of today’s museum landscapes
figuring as tourist traps rather than as living landscapes (Gullino & Larcher 2013), the
heritage discourse in landscape management practice should be much more about the future
than the past (González 2015). This builds upon the idea of landscape biography, aiming
at “a better integration of historical landscape research with urban planning, landscape design and public
participation in local and regional developments” (Kolen et al. 2015: 21). Clear visions are needed
to persuade the decision makers to invest in a more equitable and sustainable appreciation
of the embedded natural and cultural heritage. Since today’s globalised market does not
seem capable of sustainably managing heritage values in the landscape, a focus on rights of
use instead of ownership rights is needed (Ferwerda 2015). Land can be owned, not landscape
(with its embedded natural and cultural heritage). For the common good that landscape
embodies, non-governmental organisations will need to take the responsibility, implying a
clear knowledge brokerage challenge for the specialists and academics, and for museums
and landscape observatories! Natural and cultural heritage are two sides of the same coin,
together allowing identity to develop (Gullino & Larcher 2013). New landscape commons
may be the carriers of such identity.
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